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A B S T R A C T

Strategic neuronal encoding in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of the rat was correlated with spatial
working memory (sWM) assessed by behavior in the T-maze. Neurons increased their firing rate around choice,
with the increase largely occurring before choice as a prospective encode of behavior. This could be classified as
sensitive-to-spatial information or sensitive-to-choice outcome. The sensitivity-to-spatial choice was defined by
distinct firing rate changes before left- or right-choice. The percentage of left-choice sensitive neurons was not
different from the percentage of right-choice sensitive neurons. There was also location-related neuronal activity
in which neurons fired at distinct rates when rats were in a left- or right-location. More neurons were sensitive to
left-location, as most of them were recorded from rats preferring to enter the right-location. The sensitivity to
outcome was defined by a distinct firing rate around correct or error choice. Significantly more neurons were
sensitive to error outcome, and, among these, more preferred to encode prospectively, increasing firing in ad-
vance of an error outcome. Similar to single neuron activity, the mPFC enhanced its neuronal network as
measured by the oscillation of local field potential. The maximum power of oscillation was around choice, and
occurred slightly earlier before error versus before correct outcome. Thus, sWM modulation in the mPFC in-
cludes not only spatial, but also outcome-related inputs, and neuronal ensembles monitor behavioral outcome to
make strategic adjustments ensuring successful task performance.

1. Introduction

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) subserves our highest order cognitive
abilities, including attention, reasoning, executive function, and
working memory (WM) [1]. Many neurologic and psychiatric disorders,
as well as normal aging, have WM defects, making understanding the
cellular basis of WM in the PFC critical to many PFC-related cognitive
disorders. Not surprisingly, the role of the medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) in murine WM has been studied extensively [2–5]. Rats with
mPFC lesions show significant impairments in delayed alternation re-
sponse (DAR) tasks [6]. Not unexpectedly, pharmacological manip-
ulation, such as modest perturbation of catecholamine function, can
markedly affect WM [7,8]. Although much is known, the neuronal re-
presentation of WM in the rodent mPFC is still unclear. In non-human
primates, the PFC supports WM by holding remembered information
“on line” to guide behavior in the absence of external cues [1]. Con-
versely, during the delay period of a DAR task, rodent mPFC neuronal
activity seldom and only transiently distinguishes past cue information
[8–12]. It has been suggested that instead of holding information “on

line”, the rodent mPFC provides rules or strategies to solve problems or
perform tasks [4]. In the current study, we examined spatial working
memory (sWM) related strategic neuronal encoding in the mPFC when
rats performing a DAR task in a T-maze.

The DAR task in a T-maze is designed to use memorized spatial
information (left/right) as a cue to guide on-going behavior.
Meanwhile, the performance outcome (correct/error) is also memor-
ized to provide positive or negative feedback. Clearly, the core in-
formation processed during this task includes two elements: spatial
information and outcome. Many studies have addressed the spatial ef-
fect of mPFC neuronal activity [8,9], whereas others focused on the
outcome-dependent neuronal response [10,11,13]. Both processes have
been reported at the single neuron and population levels [10,13,14]. It
has been suggested that the neuronal ensemble plays a greater role than
does the single neuron [15,16]. For example, the firing of a single ro-
dent mPFC neuron during a task is seldom continuous, whereas at the
population level many individual neurons have transient activity that
yields activity associated with performance of the whole task
[8–11,14].
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Thus, in the present study we examined spatial and outcome-related
mPFC neuronal activity to gain insight into how sWM is regulated by
assembled strategic neuronal encoding, and whether spatial informa-
tion or outcome is more important for the performance of DAR task in a
T-maze. We found that single mPFC neurons encoded diverse task-re-
lated information, whereas at the population and micro-network levels,
the primary neuronal representation of rat mPFC in performing the
DAR task in a T-maze was outcome-related.

2. Materials and methods

All animal care and surgical procedures were in accordance with the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals and the Penn State Hershey Animal Resources Program, and
were reviewed and approved by the Penn State Hershey Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

2.1. Subjects

Six male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories) weighing
226–350 g when received were housed individually and maintained on
a 12-h light-dark cycle with water continuously available. They were
fed a limited diet of Bio-Serv rat chow (5 g/100 g) to maintain their
body weight at 90–95% of free-feeding body weight for motivation
purpose. A highly palatable reward (chocolate flavor sucrose, Bio-Serv)
was used for testing.

2.2. Apparatus

The apparatus (Fig. 1A) was a standard T-maze [17] with one start
runway (56 cm long, 10 cm wide and 18 cm high) and two finish arms
(41 cm long, 10 cm wide and 18 cm high). The maze was made by ac-
rylic plastic with black floor and clear sides for better video and

electrophysiological recordings. A CCD camera (30 frames/sec, STC-
TB33USB-AS, SenTech) was hung over the top of maze and connected
with Limelight video recording system (Actimetrics, Coulbourn Instru-
ments) to monitor free movement in the maze. Pre-defined zones and
grids (Fig. 1A) marked the behavior of the rat when: starting task (run
through zone I); making choice (staying in zone II, and then passing
grids iii or iv); and after choice (running through zone III or IV). The
software recorded the duration of staying in a zone, and the time point
when a subject passed the grids. Reference time (RT) refers to the time
for choice behavior, and was defined by a TTL (+5 V) signal when
animal passing the grids.

2.3. Delayed alternation response (DAR) task in the T-maze

Rats were individually trained and tested. They were habituated to
all procedures and tested by a single tester. The testing session began
when the tester picked up the rat, and placed it in the start box of the T-
maze. The start box is the lower section of the start runway of the maze
that is cordoned off by a solid gate. After the tester raised the gate, the
rat would run to the intersection of the T, where it had to make a choice
of entering the left or right arm of the maze. This first choice was al-
ways rewarded with a hand-fed food reward at the end of the finish
arm. Then the rat was gently picked up and placed back in the start box
for a predetermined delay. Some modified mazes have been developed
to adapt standard DAR task in a T-maze to a continuous task [9,10]. For
example, in a figure-eight track, rats are trained to return to the start
box by themselves. But these modifications induce complications. Au-
tomated memory could be formed easily, or serial strategies could
gradually replace WM, making constant memory refreshment un-
necessary. Thus, to separate WM from a mixture with other cognitive
process, we chose to handle the subjects. Although handling induces
some level of stress, this was attenuated by gentle pre-handling. For
experiments, the rat was gently picked up and placed in the start box,

Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm and working memory performance. A: Standard T-maze. Pre-defined zones (I–IV) and grids (iii, iv) assessed running and making choice. Three sessions
were defined: start (run through zone I); choice (stay in zone II); and after choice (run through zone III/IV). B: Working memory performance. The percentage of total completed trials was
calculated by correct vs. error outcome and left vs. right choice. C: The average duration of each session during a trial. The differences between left vs. right and correct vs. error were
compared. Note that the duration of making correct choice was slightly shorter than error. Each symbol represented an individual rat. *** indicated p < 0.0001.
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and a predetermined delay count began. The delay time was fixed at
five seconds as this is the usual temporal scale of WM tasks [18–20].
After the delay time had elapsed, the gate was raised, and the second
trial started and the rat had to make another choice. This continued
until the testing session finished. The rat was trained to visit the two
choice arms of the maze alternately, and only received a reward after a
correct choice. A wrong choice (i.e., the rat continuously visited the
same arm) led to no reward. During the entire procedure, the tester
would minimize any possible cue that might affect choice. Although the
maze walls are transparent and rats could see the potential goal desti-
nation, successful completion of the trial still requires the WM of the
last trial. The duration of time staying at the intersection was recorded
as the time-to-make-choice (choice session). The time to reach the in-
tersection from the start box (start session), and the time to reach the
finish arm to get the reward (after choice session), were also recorded.
The correct rate of choice was calculated after the testing session.

2.4. Micro-wire electrode array implantation in medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC)

Rats were given one week of full access to food before unilateral
implantation of micro-wire electrodes into the mPFC. All subjects
weighted at least 350 g when craniotomy surgeries were performed.
After induction with 4% isoflurane, a continuous 0.5–2% isoflurane
anesthesia was maintained during the whole surgery. The animal was
fixed on a stereotactic frame with ophthalmic antibiotic ointment pre-
venting eye desiccation. The incised site was disinfected, and bupiva-
caine injected subcutaneously. The skull surface was exposed and le-
veled between Bregma and Lambda. Four small holes were drilled for
anchor screws including one to serve as electrode ground. A
2.5×2.5mm bone window was made above mPFC, and the dura mater
carefully removed. A microwire electrode array was targeted to the
mPFC, including prelimbic cortex (PrL) and infralimbic cortex (IL), at
3.0 mm rostral to bregma and 0.4mm lateral to bregma, and vertically
lowered to a depth of 3.5mm from the brain surface. The microwire
electrode array was made with 25 μm stainless steel wire coated by
polyimide (H-ML) with impedance of 600–900 kΩ, arranged in a 2× 4
configuration with 250 μm between electrodes (MicroProbes). The
array was positioned with its long axis parallel to the anterior-posterior
plane. After electrode placement, the craniotomy was sealed with
dental cement. Wound margins were daubed with antibiotic ointment.
Rats were given enrofloxacin (5mg/kg, Baytril, Bio-Serv) and carprofen
(20mg/kg, Rimadyl, Bio-Serv) per os for three days with full access to
food for at least one week.

2.5. Electrophysiological recordings

After recovery from surgery, rats were re-trained in DAR task in the
T-maze and acclimated to the experimental setup. When performance
achieved a 60% correct rate, rats were ready for electrophysiological
recording. To connect recording cables, the animal was briefly an-
esthetized with ∼4% isoflurane. Rats recovered in a minute, and were
placed in the recording room to habituate to the environment. The DAR
task started 20min later, and continued for 40min. Each test had ∼13
trials (range 7–20) for both left/right choice and correct/error outcome.
Neural recordings were made with an OmniPlex Neural Data
Acquisition System (Plexon) that also recorded the Limelight-generated
RT signal that synchronized neural and behavioral recordings.
Wideband signals, spike signals, and local field potential (LFP) were
recorded for later off-line analysis. The wideband signal was digitized at
40 kHz. A high-pass filter with a cutoff of 250 Hz yielded the continuous
spike signal that was sampled at the same 40 kHz rate as the original
wideband signal. A low-pass filter with a cutoff of 250 Hz yielded LFP
that was down sampled to 1 kHz. Artifacts due to cable noise and de-
vices were removed during off-line analysis.

2.6. Histology

Once experiments were complete, rats were euthanized by an
overdose of inhaled isoflurane followed by incision of the diaphragm to
create pneumothorax, after which they were perfused with 10% for-
malin. The dissected brains were fixed further with 10% formalin, then
with 30% sucrose, and then sectioned coronally at 50 μm on a freezing
microtome. The brain slices were used to identify the electrode re-
cording sites. The trajectories of microwire electrode arrays were ob-
served under the microscope. The slices were stained with cresyl violet
to visualize detailed structures. The locations of the tips were de-
termined based on the rat brain atlas [21], and were confirmed in the
mPFC of all rats (Fig. 2A).

2.7. Data analysis

All data are reported as mean ± standard deviation unless other-
wise specified. We used a combination of MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick
MA) and Prism (GraphPad, San Diego CA) for data analyses.
Significance was set as α≤ 0.05, which after Bonferroni correction for
three behavioral variables (choice, location, outcome), became
p < 0.016.

2.7.1. Behavioral analysis
Data were averaged within sessions for each rat prior to statistical

comparisons. Paired one-way ANOVA was used to test whether the
durations were different between certain events (left vs. right choices;
correct vs. error outcomes). Chi square (χ2) was used to test whether
the percentage of certain events happening differed from each other.

2.7.2. Unit identification and isolation
Action potentials were detected and sorted both on-line and off-line

via Offline Sorter (Plexon) to get better unit isolation results. Units with
signal-to-noise ratios greater than 2 were used for analysis. Waveforms
from multiple units were sorted by means of voltage-time threshold
windows and a two principal components contour templates algorithm
(PCA). A cluster of waveforms was assigned as a single unit only when
the 2D projection of two principal components (PCs) formed a visible
cloud with no overlapping points with a different unit cluster (Fig. 2B).
Multivariate ANOVA was used to test further whether the clusters were
in fact distinct and represented different units. A total of 397 units were
identified, 328 from PrL and 69 from IL. The firing rates of PrL and IL
were not different (t395=−1.20, pPrL*IL= 0.23), therefore they were
pooled for analysis.

2.7.3. Single unit activity
For the analyses of neural sensitivities to the behavioral events,

spike counts were binned (0.1 s) around RT (±2 s) in each trial for
each unit. Averaged peri-event spike histograms over trials were then
normalized by z-scores for each unit. The z-score was first calculated as

−FR FR
SD

i mean , where FRi is the firing rate in the ith bin of the peri-event
period, FRmean is the mean, and SD is the standard deviation of firing
rate over whole period. The z-score then was converted to greater than
or equal to zero. The increase of firing rate was then defined as being
one SD greater. The trial-to-trial firing rate variation was measured by
the coefficient of variation (CV) where =CV SD

mean . The sensitivity to
certain events (left vs. right choice; correct vs. error outcome) was
examined by calculating the sensitivity index (d’), the ability to dis-
tinguish two events based on firing rates, where =

′ −

+
d mean mean

SD SD( ) / 2
1 2

1
2

2
2

. The

d’ was calculated as i) overall d’ around RT (±2 s) and ii) time-binned
(0.1 s) d’ for statistical analysis. The median of positive and negative d’
among neuronal population was calculated respectively. The d’ which
was bigger or smaller than positive or negative median was considered
to represent significant sensitivity to certain events. One-way ANOVA
was used to investigate the difference between firing rate. The χ2 test
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was used to investigate whether the percentage of units which were
sensitive to certain events differed from each other.

2.7.4. Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis was done using an open source toolbox,

EEGLAB [22]. LFPs were first normalized to z-scores, and
then averaged among all recorded channels for each animal.
A Peri-event matrix was then created around RT (± 5 s).
The LFP oscillation power was calculated by function
[ersp,∼,∼,times,freqs,erspboot,∼]=newtimef(mat,10001,[−5000, 5000],
1000,0,'baseline',NaN). Bootstrapping was used to compare the difference
between certain events (i.e., left vs. right choices; correct vs. error out-
comes), where mat represented two data sets and an additional parameter
'alpha',0.05 was added to the function call above.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral analysis of sWM function in the T-maze

After training, all rats performed the DAR task with high levels of
accuracy (Fig. 1B). The correct rate was over 60% (63–71%,
median=64%) for each rat, and clearly the total correct outcome was
higher than error (χ2= 26.23, p < 0.0001). Each rat had some slight
side preference of running to the left or right (left/right= 0.7–1.2,
median=0.8), though the difference between total trials of running to
left or right was not significant (χ2= 0.81, p=0.37).

The average duration that rats spent on start session (running from
start box to intersection) was 2.4 ± 1.1 s. Whether the choice after the
start session was left or right, or the outcome was correct or error, the
duration spending on start session was no different (Fig. 1C;
left= 2.4 ± 1.2 vs. right= 2.3 ± 1.1 s; t5= 0.33, pleftt*right = 0.75;
correct= 2.5 ± 1.4 vs. error= 2.3 ± 0.6 s; t5= 0.45,
pcorrect*error= 0.67). The average duration of choice making (staying in
the intersection after start session) was 26.1 ± 18.2 s. The duration of
making left or right choice was no different (left= 21.5 ± 12.1 vs.
right= 32.2 ± 27.1 s; t5= 1.51, pleftt*right = 0.19), but there was a
trend that the duration of making correct outcome was shorter than
making error outcome (correct= 17.3 ± 11.4 vs. error= 41.8 ±
32.3 s; t5= 2.48, pcorrect*error= 0.06). The average duration of running
to reward after choice (after choice session) was 2.4 ± 0.9 s; there was
no difference between running to the left or right (left= 2.3 ± 0.5 vs.
right= 2.5 ± 1.4 s; t5= 0.42, pleftt*right = 0.69), or running after cor-
rect or error choice (correct= 2.3 ± 1.2 vs. error= 2.5 ± 0.6 s;
t5= 0.43, pcorrect*error = 0.69).

3.2. Change of mPFC neuronal firing rate around choice

mPFC neurons increased their firing rate around choice, starting
1.4 ± 0.6 s before and stopping 1.2 ± 0.6 s after (Fig. 3A). The in-
crease was intermittent, not continuous, therefore the exact total
duration of increase was less than the increase spanned (Fig. 3B;
exact= 2.0 ± 0.8 s vs. span= 2.6 ± 0.9 s; t396=−24.93,

Fig. 2. Confirmation of recording site and identification and
isolation of single units. A: Recording sites. Each symbol re-
presents an individual rat. Abbreviations: PrL (prelimbic
cortex); IL (Infralimbic cortex); AP (coordinate of Bregma
from anteroposterior). B: Identification and isolation of single
units. This is example of average waveforms of the spikes of
the units and the 2D display of the cluster of the spikes based
on two principal components (PCs). Note that the spikes of all
units in this example form four well-separated ellipse clouds in
the 2D PCA space, and that p values of multivariate ANOVA in
2D cluster space were< 0.05 for all unit sort suggesting that
all units were successfully identified and isolated as single
units.
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pexact*span < 0.0001). The increase was divided into 5 ± 2 inter-
mittent time fragments, and the duration of each time fragments was
0.1–3.6 s (Fig. 3C). Significantly the increase was divided into at least
two intermittent time fragments for most of neurons (Fig. 3C1; 354:43,
unit 1–354 vs. 355–397; χ2= 487.26, p < 0.0001), and more neurons
contained short time fragments (< 1 s) instead of long ones (≥1 s;
Fig. 3C2; 368:181; χ2= 206.43, p < 0.0001). There was a significant
negative correlation between the number of fragments and increased
firing rate (Fig. 3C3; r=−0.65, p < 0.0001, n=397).

A small percentage of neurons increased firing purely before choice for
0.9 ± 0.4 s (Fig. 3D; unit 1–27) or after choice for 0.7 ± 0.4 s (unit
379–397). Most neurons (unit 28–378) started to increase the firing rate
before choice and lasted after choice. Among them 182 neurons increased
their firing rate before choice for 1.3 ± 0.3 s and continued for
0.8 ± 0.4 s after choice (unit 28–209; t181=20.54,
pbefore*after < 0.0001), representing stronger prospective encoding; 129
neurons were opposite (unit 250–378; before=0.9 ± 0.4 vs.
after=1.4 ± 0.3 s; t128=−15.89, pbefore*after < 0.0001), representing

stronger retrospective encoding; and 40 neurons (unit 210–249) increased
their firing rate equally for 1.2 ± 0.3 s before and after choice. Sig-
nificantly most neurons preferred to prospectively, rather than retro-
spectively, encode (Fig. 3D2; 209:148, unit 1–209 vs. 250–397;
χ2=18.94, p < 0.0001).

3.3. mPFC neuronal firing rate related to left/right spatial choice

The firing rate of mPFC neurons differed between left and right choice.
For example, neuron #R63 (Fig. 4A) fired significantly more before right
choice compared to left (left=8.21 ± 2.74 vs. right=10.63 ±
3.01 spikes/s; t24=−2.14, pleft*right=0.04). As measured by overall d’
before choice, there were 102 neurons significantly sensitive to left choice
(Fig. 4B; unit 1–102; d’ > 0.23median) and 95 neurons more sensitive to
right choice (unit 303–397; d’ < −0.22median). The percentage of neurons
that were more sensitive to left choice was no different from the percentage
of neurons more sensitive to right choice (Fig. 4B2; 102:95, unit 1–102 vs.
303-397; χ2=0.33, p=0.57), although occasionally at some time points

Fig. 3. Change of mPFC neuronal firing rate around choice. A: mPFC neurons increase firing rate around choice. Top: the normalized firing rate of each neuron. Bottom: the percentage of
neurons that increased firing rate around choice. Grey solid lines indicate the average time to start or stop increase. Dash line indicated the time of choice. B: The increase was
intermittent, therefore the exact duration of increase (black) was less than the duration spanned by the increase (grey). Top: each neuron. Bottom: average. C: The intermittent increase
was divided into multiple time fragments for most recorded neurons, and the percentage dropped along with the increase of the duration of intermittent time fragment. C1: The number of
fragments for each neuron, along with the percentage of neurons and the average number of fragments (grey lines). The percentage difference between neurons with single or multiple
fragments was evaluated. C2: The distribution of fragment duration. The difference between percentages for longer (≥1 s) and shorter (< 1 s) fragments was evaluated. C3: The negative
correlation between the number of fragments and the frequency of increased firing rate. D: The increase was before (prospective encoding) and/or after (retrospective encoding) choice.
D1: The duration of increase before (black) or after (grey) choice for each neuron, along with the average within each group. D2: The percentage of neurons that preferred to increase
firing rate prospectively or retrospectively. Note that more neurons preferred prospective encoding. *** indicated p < 0.0001.
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(0.6–0.7, 1.4–1.5, 1.7–1.8 s before choice) the percentage was slightly dif-
ferent (Fig. 4D2; p < 0.05 for each time bin). Interestingly, among these
choice sensitive neurons, most were recorded from rats with right side ex-
ploring preference (Fig. 4B2; 126:71; χ2=30.71, p < 0.0001). For neu-
rons sensitive to left choice, their left trial-to-trial firing rate variation was

significantly lower than for their right trials (Fig. 4E; left=0.53 ± 0.30,
right=0.75 ± 0.49, t18=−4.38, pleft*right < 0.0001). Conversely, for
neurons sensitive to right choice, their trial-to-trial firing rate variation was
not different between left and right trials (left=0.57 ± 0.34,
right=0.62 ± 0.43, t23=−1.17, pleft*right=0.25).

Fig. 4. mPFC neuronal firing rate related to spatial in-
formation. A: mPFC neurons fired differently before left or
right choice, and differently after entering left or right lo-
cation. Left: two single unit examples. Raster of each trial
was on the top and the averaged firing rate of all trials was at
the bottom. Trials were organized as left (black) vs. right
(grey). Far-right panel: the d’ of left vs. right of each neuron
along the time. The dashed line indicates the time of choice.
B: The percentage of neurons which were sensitive to left or
right choice was no different. B1: the overall d’ (see
Methods) of each neuron before choice and the distribution
of d’. B2: the difference between percentages. Shadowed bars
showed more neurons were recorded from the rats with right
side explore preference. The median values of d’ were used to
characterize whether the neurons were sensitive to left
choice (black line) or right (grey). C: More neurons were
sensitive to left location as measured by overall d’ after
choice. Same format used as in panel B. D: The distribution
of time-binned (0.1 s) d’ along the time course of choice
making (D1) and their differences between percentages (D2).
The curves in D1 indicated the median values of d’ for left
(black) and right (grey) sensitivity of each time point. E & F:
Trial-to-trial firing rate variation. Note that left trial-to-trial
firing rate variation was less than right trial for both left-
choice-sensitive neurons (E) and left-location-sensitive neu-
rons (F) but not for both right-choice-sensitive neurons (E)
and right-location-sensitive neurons (F). *, **, and *** in-
dicated p < 0.05, 0.005, and 0.0001 respectively.
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3.4. mPFC neuronal firing rate related to left/right spatial location

After the rats entered different arms, mPFC neurons fired differently
between left and right spatial locations. An example, the neuron #T58
(Fig. 4A) fired significantly more after entering the left arms compared to
the right (left=18.21 ± 3.69 vs. right=13.70 ± 2.95 spikes/s;
t20=3.12, pleft*right=0.01). As measured by overall d’ after entering
different arms, there were 115 neurons that were sensitive to left location
(Fig. 4C1; unit 1–115; d’ > 0.36median); and 83 neurons more sensitive to
right location (unit 315–397; d’ < −0.31median). This difference was
significant (Fig. 4C2; 115:83, unit 1–115 vs. 315–397; χ2=6.89,
p=0.01), especially at 1.2–1.4 sec after turning (Fig. 4D2; p < 0.05 for
each time bin). Interestingly, among these location sensitive neurons,
more were recorded from the rats with right side exploring preference
(Fig. 4C2; 142:56; χ2=86.2, p < 0.0001). For neurons sensitive to left
location, the left trial-to-trial firing rate variation was significantly lower
than for right trials (Fig. 4F; left=0.47 ± 0.30, right=0.58 ± 0.43,
t25=−2.91, pleft*right=0.01). Conversely, for neurons sensitive to right
location, the trial-to-trial firing rate variation was not different between
left and right trials (left=0.59 ± 0.39, right=0.57 ± 0.28, t18=0.41,
pleft*right=0.69).

3.5. mPFC neuronal firing rate related to correct/error outcome

mPFC neurons fired differently between correct and error outcomes.
Two example neurons are illustrated in Fig. 5A, where trials were orga-
nized by correct vs. error outcome, or left vs. right choice. Example neuron
#T54 fired significantly more around error outcome compared to correct
(Fig. 5A1; correct=1.52 ± 0.36 vs. error=1.94 ± 0.42 spikes/s;
t19= -2.44, pcorrect*error=0.02), but no differently between left and right
choice (left=1.64 ± 0.48 vs. right=1.73 ± 0.38 spikes/s;
t19=−0.47, pleft*right=0.65). Example neuron #R73 fired significantly
more around correct outcome comparing to error (Fig. 5A2; cor-
rect=15.57 ± 1.33 vs. error=13.47 ± 3.39 spikes/s; t22=2.16,
pcorrect*error=0.04). As measured by overall d’ around choice, there were
30 neurons that were sensitive to correct outcome (Fig. 5B; unit 1–30;
d’ < −0.27median); and 168 neurons more sensitive to error outcome
(unit 230–397; d’ > 0.39median), the difference being significant (Fig. 5B2;
168:30, unit 230–397 vs. 1–30; χ2=128.13, p < 0.0001) especially at
0.3–0.9, 1.5–1.7 s before, and 0.3–0.4, 0.6–0.8 s after, choice (p < 0.05
for each time bin). Furthermore, for neurons sensitive to correct outcome,
their error trial-to-trial firing rate variation trended to be higher than for
correct trials (Fig. 5C; correct=0.44 ± 0.32, error=0.86 ± 0.74,
t3=−1.90, pcorrect*error=0.15). For neurons sensitive to error outcome,
the error trial-to-trial firing rate variation was much higher than for cor-
rect trials (correct=0.48 ± 0.31, error=0.57 ± 0.38, t43=−3.00,
pcorrect*error=0.004).

As measured by 0.1 s time-binned d’, 155 neurons were significantly
sensitive to correct for 0.6 ± 0.2 s before choice and 0.3 ± 0.2 s after
choice, representing stronger prospective encoding of correct (Fig. 5D;
unit 243–397; t154= 17.86, pbefore*after < 0.0001); 179 neurons had
the opposite response (unit 1–179; before= 0.3 ± 0.2 vs.
after= 0.6 ± 0.2 s; t178=−18.59, pbefore*after < 0.0001), re-
presenting stronger retrospective encoding of correct; and 63 neurons
(unit 180–242) were equally sensitive (0.4 ± 0.2 s) to correct before
and after choice. The percentage of neurons that preferred to pro-
spectively encode correct was no different from the percentage of
neurons that preferred to retrospectively encode (Fig. 5D2; 155:179,
unit 243–397 vs. 1–179; χ2= 2.98, p=0.08). For encode error, 180
neurons preferred to prospectively encode (Fig. 5D1; unit 218–397;
before= 0.7 ± 0.3 vs. after= 0.4 ± 0.2 s; t179= 22.50,
pbefore*after < 0.0001); 148 neurons were opposite (unit 1–148; be-
fore= 0.4 ± 0.2 vs. after= 0.6 ± 0.3 s; t147=−17.84,
pbefore*after < 0.0001), representing stronger retrospective encoding of
error; and 69 neurons (unit 149–217) were sensitive to error equally for
0.5 ± 0.2 s before and after choice. Significantly more neurons

preferred to prospectively rather than retrospectively encode error
(Fig. 5D2; 180:148, unit 218–397 vs. 1–148; χ2= 5.32, p=0.02).

3.6. Choice, location, and outcome information were integrated over mPFC
neuronal firing rate

Some mPFC neurons encoded a single behavioral variable (choice,
location, or outcome), whereas others encoded two or three. We sum-
marized the percentage of each type of neuron (Fig. 6A), and examined
their relationship by conjunction analysis. For neurons sensitive to both
choice and location, there was a significant correlation between choice
sensitivity and location sensitivity (χ2= 23.02, p < 0.0001, n=53).
That is, if a neuron is sensitive to left location, it is significantly more
likely sensitive to left choice, with a similar relationship between right
choice sensitivity and right location sensitivity. Indeed, among neurons
encoding both spatial choice and location, significantly more left-lo-
cation-sensitive neurons were also sensitive to left choice (Fig. 6B;
choice-sensitivity: left/right= 20:5, χ2= 18, p < 0.0001), and most
right-location-sensitive neurons were also sensitive to right choice
(choice-sensitivity: left/right= 4:24, χ2= 28.57, p < 0.0001). There
was no significant correlation between outcome sensitivity and location
sensitivity (χ2= 0.18, p=0.67, n= 49). Interestingly, there was a
significant correlation between outcome sensitivity and choice sensi-
tivity (χ2= 9.92, p=0.002, n=50). Among neurons encoding both
outcome and spatial choice, significantly more correct-outcome-sensi-
tive neurons were also sensitive to left choice (Fig. 6C; choice-sensi-
tivity: left/right= 12:2, χ2= 14.29, p < 0.0001), and most error-
outcome-sensitive neurons were sensitive to right choice (choice-sen-
sitivity: left/right= 13:23, χ2= 5.56, p=0.018). Furthermore, neu-
rons with correct-outcome-and-left-choice sensitivity were all recorded
from rats preferring to run to the right. For two neurons with correct-
outcome-and-right-choice sensitivity, one of them was recorded from a
rat preferring to run to right and another was recorded from a rat
preferring to run to left. For neurons with error-outcome-and-spatial-
choice sensitivity, they were recorded from rats with either left or right
side preference (for error-outcome-and-left-choice-sensitive neurons,
behavioral side preference: left/right= 4:9, χ2= 3.85, p=0.05; for
error-outcome-and-right-choice-sensitive neurons, behavioral side pre-
ference: left/right= 9:14, χ2= 2.17, p=0.14).

3.7. Change of mPFC neuronal oscillation around choice

Spectral analysis on LFPs showed that the mPFC neuronal network
increased its oscillation power around choice. Fig. 7A showed examples
LFP recordings of consecutive trials from one animal and its event-re-
lated spectral perturbation. The most prominent oscillation was theta
band (4–9 Hz), and its power peaked around choice. When comparing
between left and right choice, the oscillation power peaked at similar
time point (Fig. 7B; left= 0.4 ± 1.0 vs. right=−0.2 ± 0.9 s;
t5= 1.59, pleftt*right = 0.17), but there was a trend that the oscillation
power peaked earlier when outcome was error comparing to correct
(correct= 0.5 ± 1.0 vs. error=−0.6 ± 1.1 s; t5= 2.19,
pcorrect*error= 0.08).

4. Discussion

4.1. Rat behavior during DAR task in the T-maze

DAR task in the T-maze is a well-established experimental paradigm
to evaluate rodent sWM [17,23]. As expected, rats, once trained, per-
formed with high accuracy. The choice-making behavior represents a
core cognitive process, and this is reflected by the fact that they spent
more time at the intersection than at the start runway or in running
toward reward sites. Further analysis revealed that this choice period
was also the only one when performance differed between making
correct and error outcomes, probably reflecting strategic adjustment.
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Fig. 5. mPFC neuronal firing rate related to choice outcome. A: mPFC neurons fired differently between correct and error outcomes. A1 & A2: two single unit examples. A3: the d’ of error
vs. correct of each neuron along the time. Same format as in Fig. 4A except that trials were organized as correct vs. error for both example neurons. Thus, for #T54 (A1), trials were also
organized as left vs. right to highlight its property of encoding error outcome but not spatial information. B: More neurons were sensitive to error outcome as measured by overall d’
around choice (Left), and by time-binned (0.1 s) d’ along the time course of choice making (Right). B1: The d’ of each neuron and the distribution of d’. B2: The difference between
percentages. The median values of d’ were used to characterize whether the neurons were sensitive to correct (black line) or error (grey). C: Trial-to-trial firing rate variation. Note that
error trial-to-trial firing rate variation was much higher than correct trial. D: The distinct firing between correct and error outcomes was before (prospective encode) and after (ret-
rospective encode) choice. Left: neuron sensitivity to correct (high fire during correct trials). Right: neuron sensitivity to error (high fire during error trials). D1: The duration of outcome
encoding for each neuron, along with the average within groups [prospective (black) vs. retrospective (grey)]. D2: The difference between percentages. Note that significantly more
neurons preferred to prospectively encode error. *, **, and *** indicated p < 0.05, 0.005, and 0.0001 respectively.
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Interestingly, although an individual rat may show some preference for
side of spatial exploration [24], the performance regarding spatial in-
formation (such as the duration to make left or right choice), was not
significantly different in our study. These results suggest that, compared
to spatial-related aspects, the DAR task in the T-maze was superior for
probing outcome-related cognitive processes.

4.2. mPFC neuronal activities encode spatial related strategy

Spatial information is a straightforward cue that guides the behavior
of a rat during the DAR task in the T-maze. Our findings were consistent
with previous reports that the firing rate of single mPFC neurons dis-
criminated spatial information as left vs. right [8,9]. There are three
locations in a T-maze closely related to choice making: at the end of
start runway where rats are making a decision to turn left or right; and
the left or right arms where rats run to reward after choice. When rats
stay at the end of the start runway, they retrieve spatial information
from the last trial, although the actual location stays the same. When
rats run to different arms, in fact they go to different spatial location.
Studies suggest that place cells and grid cells that encode the location in
space are primarily in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex [25].
Although Jung et al. [9] and Baeg et al. [10] reported that, in maze
testing, many mPFC neurons had spatial firing fields similar to place
cells and grid cells, they emphasized that the differential spatial effect
of mPFC neurons represented roles in encoding rules or behavioral
sequences, rather than in encoding spatial information like a cognitive
map [9,10]. Our data support this conclusion in three ways.

First, for some mPFC neurons that increased their firing rate at the

end of start runway (the location where choice making was being
processed), the increased firing rate was associated solely with whether
the rat was going to make a left or right choice. This suggests relevance
to rules and strategies, as there is no involvement of information about
location. Second, some recorded mPFC neurons had left/right spatial
firing fields, that is, after choice was made, these neurons increased
their firing rate when the rat was located in the left or right arm of the
T-maze. Unlike place cells or grid cells, however, the sensitivity of
single mPFC neurons to left or right location was correlated with the
left/right side exploring preference of the rat, as was the left and right
trial-to-trial firing rate variation. Rats have natural side preference to
explore left or right arm in the T-maze [24]. We found that if a rat
preferred to make a right choice, more neurons in the mPFC were
sensitive to left location and the left trial-to-trial firing rate variation
was lower, and vice versa. Therefore, the firing rate of a location-re-
lated single mPFC neuron, rather than a cognitive map, more likely
encoded spatial preference. Third, the conjunction analysis further in-
dicated that the sensitivity of a neuron to location was actually corre-
lated with its sensitivity to choice, suggesting that strategies and rules
are the main aspect of mPFC neuronal encoding.

4.3. mPFC neuronal activities encode outcome-related strategy

Success in a trial of the DAR task is not only related to the spatial
encoding, but also dependent upon the outcome encoding. Non-spatial
encoding in the mPFC was reported previously [10,11,13]. We found
that the firing rate of a single mPFC neuron discriminated outcome as
correct vs. error. Many neurons increased their firing rate around the

Fig. 6. Choice, location, and outcome information were in-
tegrated over mPFC neuronal firing rate. A: Percentage of
neurons encoding single or multiple behavioral information.
Abbreviations: C (encoding spatial choice); L (encoding loca-
tion); O (encoding outcome); CL (encoding both spatial choice
and location); CO (encoding choice and outcome); LO (en-
coding location and outcome); CLO (encoding choice, loca-
tion, and outcome). B: The location sensitivity of a neurons
was correlated with its choice sensitivity. Most left-location-
sensitive neurons were also sensitive to left choice, and vice
versa. C: The outcome sensitivity of a neuron was correlated
with its choice sensitivity. Most correct-outcome-sensitive
neurons were also sensitive to left choice, whereas most error-
outcome-sensitive neurons were also sensitive to right choice.
Note that most correct-outcome-sensitive neurons were re-
corded from rats with left side preference, whereas error-
outcome-sensitive neurons were recorded from rats with right
or left side preference. * and *** indicated p < 0.05 and
0.0001 respectively.
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time of making correct or error choice. Increased firing rate was dis-
tinguished by the following or past outcome, and significantly higher
firing rate was most likely associated with error outcome. Our results
support the theory of PFC-modulated error commitment and processing
[26], as did a prior report showing that the PFC generated greater ne-
gativity electroencephalogram signals for error versus correct trials
[27] and a study showing that the firing rate pattern of a single neuron
predicted premature errors significantly better than correct trials [28].
Further analysis indicated that the error-associated increase was

predominantly before choice (prospective encoding), whereas fewer
neurons increased their firing rate after choice (retrospectively en-
coding). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that the mPFC
modulates the upcoming error to make strategic adjustments that lead
to perform better [26,29,30]. Finally, although the firing rate increased
around correct choice, this occurred similarly before choice (pro-
spective encoding) or after choice (retrospective encoding).

4.4. mPFC neuronal ensemble and its functional significance

Although WM-related single neuronal activity in mPFC has been
widely reported, especially in non-human primates [1], there has been
debate about the relative role of neuronal ensembles or single neurons
[10,15]. There are prior reports that few single neurons in rodent mPFC
have persistent WM-related activity [8–11], consistent with our results.
We found that the increased firing rate of a single neuron was mostly
divided into several short time fragments, and the increase generally
lasted less than a second. Considering that the rats took much longer to
make a choice, our data suggest that single neurons alone cannot re-
present the mediation of mPFC on the total choice-making behavior.
Conversely, the activity of many single neurons (the left/right spatial
choice related distinct firing rate; the correct/error outcome related dis-
tinct firing rate) together formed a sequence to cover total task perfor-
mance. In another words, the ensemble of many single neurons provided
a persistent neuronal activity to mediate total task performance.

Once we concluded that a neuronal ensemble was better than a
single neuron in representing the mPFC modulation of the DAR task in
the T-maze, it also appears that outcome, rather than spatial informa-
tion, was the major factor mediated by the mPFC. As discussed above,
diverse task-related activities were observed in single mPFC neurons,
including sensitivity to left/right and sensitivity to correct/error. We
found that the difference between the percentage of correct-sensitive
neurons and the percentage of error-sensitive neurons was much larger
than the difference between the percentage of left-sensitive neurons and
the percentage of right-sensitive neurons. This bigger outcome-related
differentiation vs. the smaller spatial differentiation implied stronger
outcome encoding at the ensemble level. Our LFP data further sup-
ported this hypothesis. We found that the oscillation power of LFP in
mPFC peaked at different time point between correct and error trial but
not between left and right. LFP oscillation represented the neuronal
micro-network that was assembled by the population of single neurons
[5]. Our findings suggest that the major aspect of strategic neuronal
encoding in rats mPFC while they perform the DAR task in the T-maze
was outcome-related.

4.5. Conclusions

In summary, our data indicated that the choice behavior of rats in
DAR task in the T-maze is mediated by the sWM-related strategic
neuronal encoding in the mPFC, especially its outcome-related aspect.
Despite a few histological differences between rodent and primate, the
lack of outcome-related strategic adjustment is often observed for both
species in many PFC-related cognitive disorders. Our findings should
assist in understanding the underlying neural mechanisms, and impact
on the development of better diagnosis and treatment.
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Fig. 7. Change of mPFC neuronal oscillation around choice. A: Examples of LFPs from one
rat and its event-related spectral analysis (ERSP) organized by left (black) vs. right (grey)
or correct (black) vs. error (grey). The LFP oscillation was increased around choice.
Bottom row showed overall grand averaged event-related LFPs. Dashed lines indicate the
time of choice and the time of peak theta band (4–9 Hz) LFP oscillation. B: Summary of six
animals. The time of peak oscillation was averaged and compared between left vs. right
and correct vs. error. Note that when outcome was error, the oscillation power peaked
slightly earlier comparing to correct. Each symbol represented an individual rat.
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